ITEA PO Preparation Days 2015: Bigger and Better in Brussels!

Post date: 27-October-2015

The beautiful, historic and exceptional venue Le Plaza in Brussels was the scene of the very inspiring PO Days 2015, held on 22 and 23 September. A perfect setting as the PO Days were already exceptional in themselves. In many ways, the number of registrations were higher than ever, an all-time record total of 74 project ideas were submitted before the event, over 60 project ideas were presented during the poster and/or pitch sessions and the first six Project Outline drafts already existed in the system during the event.

Online networking

This year the Project Outline preparations for the second Call of ITEA 3 already started well before the actual PO Preparation days. In May, the updated networking tools of the ITEA Community website were launched, enabling interested parties to upload their project ideas, search for and invite partners, join project ideas and already start the first discussions. During the PO Days project idea contacts had the opportunity to meet the 269 participants from 18 countries face-to-face, continue the discussions and consortium-building and fine-tune their project ideas.

Main players

The tried and tested programme enabled all participants to get the most out of their participation in the event. For the newcomers and others that were interested, the plenary presentations of Vice-chairman Philippe Letellier, Programme coordinators Erik Rodenbach and Marc Sturzel and Office Director Popkie Mok included an introduction to ITEA, the PO Days, the Call process, the websites and the legal and financial aspects.

During the poster session about 60 project idea leaders presented their ideas to the interested participants in a more personal setting, enabling them to get to know each other a bit better, before presenting their idea in one of the two parallel project idea pitch sessions to a bigger crowd. The rest of the days, participants were given plenty of opportunity to further discuss the project ideas and form the first project consortia.

23 December-2015

Additional Celtic-Plus Call: deadline 26 February 2016

If you are an innovative ICT/telecommunications company, do not miss this opportunity to participate in an industry-driven European ICT and telecommunications...

22 December-2015

EUROGIA2020 Call 06: Get your best ideas funded

EUROGIA2020 Call 06: Get your best ideas fundedEUROGIA2020, the EUREKA Cluster for low carbon energy technologies, launched its latest call in December 2015...

21 December-2015

Maintenance work on electric switchboard at our offices

A recent inspection revealed the lack of conformity with recently modified Belgian regulations in this matter on the electric switchboard of the EUREKA offices...

EUREKA

Innovation across borders

Raising the productivity and competitiveness of European businesses through technology. Boosting national economies on the international market, and strengthening the basis for sustainable prosperity and employment.